Having listened To complaints of Pouch Club regulars as to the conditions of the pool tables, it seems there is popular support for the refurbishing of the pool tables in the Pouch Club. The complaints of the pool players in detail are:

- Loose felt
- Holes in nets
- Some pool cues are missing chalk, rendering them ineffective, unsafe, and corrosive to the rest of the equipment

The billiards repair people responded to these complaints by examining the pool tables and they concluded that the slates under the tables are broken as well, rendering the price of refurbishment higher than normal. Repairing the tables would now be less cost effective than replacing them.

Noting This price increase, along with the fact that many students love playing pool in the Pouch Club every night, and that the poor state of equipment makes the game less enjoyable than it would be at its full potential, a replacement of the equipment, including the tables themselves, would increase the value of the pouch club in student social life and entertainment, both important to stress relief. Further, the damaged cues are hazards which if used by ignorant students will cause further damage to the pool tables and pool balls and are a safety hazard to students because the untipped cues have sharp edges around the tip.
Hoping

That the pool equipment can be replaced to 1) satisfy the regulars wishing for a better quality experience and 2) prevent further damage to material from the use of dilapidated equipment and 3) ensure the safety of the players by making sure all the cues have tips.

Be it Resolved

That this assembly order two new pool tables (Black Cat Model) from Valley Dynamo and six new pool cues, with a predicted expense of $6,490.

The tables are $3,195 each.

The pool cues should be ordered from the following link for a price of $90.

https://www.amazon.com/Empire-USA-4-Prong-House-Billiard/dp/B07VK4R9WW

THE BLACK CAT

The Black Cat is a distinctive table with contemporary appeal. Built with the same tournament-tested toughness as all Valley tables, the Black Cat is rugged enough to withstand a commercial environment, but made for the home.